AMERICA!

You've never seen a teakettle like this one. It is an electric model, and it is electric because it's clean. But, as with all electric models, the connection plug goes out—it can't be replaced until the load is cooled down. But aside from these desirable features, the teakettle has no other advantages. Made of polished aluminum, spotless and spotless clean. It can be used for any hot liquid—coffee, tea, milk, or water. An excellent kitchen, the sink, the chimney, the sunroom, the bedroom, the balcony, the yard. A special high-speed electric heating water is in two minutes—from one to four quarts. You will find this teakettle a great help in your housework...it will save you time and steps. And with reasonable care, it will last a lifetime.

$3.88 AT ANY DETROIT EDDISON OFFICE